
Increased regulatory vigil at
point-of-sale (RDR, MiFID II)

Sustainable investments Passive investing
Diversification through
alternative investments Liability-driven investing

Transition toward fee-based
advisory models

Demand to segregate pure
advice from pure distribution

Distributors & Advisors

Fund administrators & 
asset servicing companies

Focus on client service 
(mobile, social media 

& CRM tools)

Changing demographics 
demand re-vamped 

go-to-market strategy

Earliest-adopters to 
regulatory compliance

Pressures for lowering
compliance costs

Pressure on fees and margins

Development of advance 
front- & middle-office suite

Improving service quality &
technological capabilities

PRIPs

RDR

MiFID II

FATCA

AIFMD

Dodd-Frank Act

CRD IV

UCITS IV & V

IFRS standards

FAIR, FOFA, & others

Precise client segmentation Need for both scale & scope

Wealth managers Independent asset managers

Shift in asset preferences

Lower fees & higher value
propositions

Stronger governance & risk
management

Strict scrutiny of fund
performance

Trust deficit

Business enablers

Asset managers

Investors

Regulatory institutions 
& oversight bodies

Industry needs to adapt to the
changing preferences of end 
investors

Asset managers re-working their 
relationships with business enablers

Regulations re-shaping
the industry landscape

Investor protection remains a 
key agenda for regulators

Regulations ensuring 
investor protection

Fund rationalisation Need for bigger scale &
diverse expertise

Retail
> UHNWIs
> HNWIs
> Mass affluent

> Increased oversight
> Increased protectionism
> Focus on point-of-sale

Institutional
> Banks
> Insurers
> Pension funds
> SWFs
> Corporates

Focused business models
(self-directed or 
advice-directed)

Focused geographic strategy

New product and service
development

Market development through
M&A, JVs and strategic 

alliances

Rise of multi-boutique houses

Strategic exits or divestments
from non-core markets

Increased industry
consolidation

Investor protection

Financial stability and
transparency

Financial services
conglomerate’s asset

management arm

Business & operational
transformation

New market development
(LATAM & ASPAC)

Product development
(passives, thematic 

& alternatives)

Need to build stronger 
relationships with distributors 

& investors

Revamp of technology,
systems & processes

New communication channels
(social media & mobile)

Focus on CRM & improving
client service

Improved sales support for
distributors & advisors

Integration of common
functions

Reduction of 
discretionary spending

Re-design of compensation
structures

Customised products 
and services

Higher compliance 
requirements & associated 

costs

Stagnant growth & lower 
profit margins

Impact of Basel III & 
Solvency II

Increased outsourcingIn
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 stronger long-term
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 end-investors
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Industry needs to adapt to the changing preference of end investors Investor protection remains a key agenda for regulators
The pressing issues for the investment management marketplace - 2014

Darina Barrett, partner in charge of KPMG’s Financial Services illustrates 
an overview of some of the factors influencing the shape of the global 
investment management industry.

Regulators are reshaping the landscape

Asset managers reworking their relationships

Global
Investment

management
industry

      


